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FLIPNOTE
March’21 has been a milestone month for the

company! Flipspaces has marked its entry into

the technology business with the launch of

Vizstore – a web platform that allows retail

store owners to showcase their products

digitally.

With the launch of the visionary platform, we

will be able to open the company’s

opportunities to reach a very large segment of

customers across the globe and that will help

us drive growth in ways that were not possible

before.

The application in its current form is able to

run on smartphones, tablets & laptops. There is

no need for a high-end device to run the app

which lowers the barrier of entry for our

customers making it easy to use & easy for us to

sell.

We have realized with our Design & Build

business that the way we present our designs

matters a lot while closing deals & VizWalk has

been able to help us do that. In the same way,

we believe that VIZSTORE will provide our

customers with the power to present their

products to their clients in the best way

possible.

Go experience the product yourself at 

https://vizstore-frontend.netlify.app/

Here are the credentials:
Username: test@flipspaces.com

Password: vizstore

OTP: 100100

We look forward to hearing your feedback on the product. 

Onwards & upwards!

PRAFFUL SAHU
Partner, Head of Product &
Engineering at FlipSpaces

 

https://vizstore-frontend.netlify.app/
mailto:test@flipspaces.com


BRIGHT



FLIPAWARDS

Honored to be felicitated as the 

"DESIGN TECH COMPANY 
OF THE YEAR 2021" 

at India Property Awards 2021



ENERGETIC



SOLARIS BUSINESS HUB

Solaris Business Hub is a commercial development

in BHUYANGDEV, AHMEDABAD. The project is

built by Aaryan Builders. They provide commercial

shops and office space with all necessities. It is

approved by Gujarat RERA. Conceptualized,

designed and built on such a larger than life

colorful canvas, every aspect of the project

deserves the prefix 'exceptional'. Discover the

marvel called 'Solaris Business Hub' and the

beginning of endlessly cherished moments. 

FLIPPARTNER



PASTEL



FLIPNEWS

Can Virtual Technology Help In Reshaping The
Future Of Furniture Retailing

 

http://www.businessworld.in/article/Can-Virtual-Technology-Help-In-Reshaping-The-Future-Of-Furniture-Retailing/27-03-2021-385014/
http://www.businessworld.in/article/Can-Virtual-Technology-Help-In-Reshaping-The-Future-Of-Furniture-Retailing/27-03-2021-385014/


BEAUTIFUL



FLIPTRAINING

We organised IGNITE - VIZSTORE training program to introduce our
team to India's First Virtual Store Technology. The program was designed

to polish their skills and accustom them to this exceptional platform.



WARM



FLIPDELIVERED Bangalore

SPORTS BAR



GREEN



FLIPBIZ

Open Money Financial

DKSH

Yash Lasertek Pune

Mumbai

Bangalore

Flatworld Solutions Bangalore

PlaySimple Games Bangalore

IQVIA Ahmedabad

Jerk Shack

Bringer

GICA USA

USA

USA

Our Recent Wins



 
Do share your stories,

comments and feedback
marketing@flipspaces.com
which we will incorporate in

the next issue.

HOPE YOU ENJOYED READING

FLIPTALES!


